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Introduction
The present work is an exploration of connected speech of Czech speakers with aphasia with the use 
of usage-based linguistics. Aphasia is a condition with significant negative impact on the quality of 
life of persons suffering from it as well as their significant others. Hundreds to lower thousands of 
people are affected by aphasia every year and, given the demographic trends, this number can be 
expected to increase in the coming years. The condition selectively impairs language and linguistics 
is thus an important part of aphasia research. Despite this fact a closer collaboration between lin-
guists and aphasiologists has been rare in Czechia. The aim of the present work, motivated by this 
lack of interaction, was threefold. First, I assembled a corpus of connected speech of persons with 
aphasia that can provide other researchers with data that can be used to pursue and generate differ-
ent research questions related to this topic. Second, I provide a first detailed characteristic of con-
nected speech in aphasic Czech by using various measures of discourse production. A further, more 
generally framed aim was to show that usage-based construction grammar provides a theoretically 
motivated set of descriptive and analytical concepts and tools that can provide a better understand-
ing of what happens with language in aphasia, grounded in a model of language representation and 
processing. Using the data collected in the corpus, I focus on the production of verbs, inflected 
nouns, and prepositional phrases to demonstrate the importance of various frequency measures for 
the analyses of aphasic language.

General introduction
This section provides a brief overview of the general context as well as the conceptual-analytical 
framework of usage-based construction grammar adopted in the present work.

Usage-based linguistics
The present work adopts usage-based construction grammar as a model of language representation 
and processing and uses this conceptual framework to describe some aspects of connected speech 
production of Czech speakers with aphasia.

The term usage-based refers to the idea that language structure is directly affected by usage and that 
structure and systematicity in fact emerge from usage.12 Individual language users possess a repre-
sentation of language and grammar which is based on their linguistic experience which modulates 
mental grammars throughout lifespan. Several important points follow from this basic assumption. 
First, performance factors/forces/mechanisms that have been viewed as secondary and unimportant 
in the study of language competence in generative grammar are an integral part of a model of lan-
guage because these directly influence/shape structure of language.  Second, the use of (big(ish)) 
authentic language data and robust empirical methods is an integral part of the approach, i.e. usage-
based analyses make use of large corpora of written, spoken, and signed language but also experi-
mental methods and, increasingly, the combination thereof (e.g. Divjak, Dąbrowska & Arppe 2016). 
Third, the idea that mental grammars remain dynamic and may be “updated” during each and every 

1 Language is in this respect viewed as a complex adaptive system (Beckner et al. 2009), i.e. a system that emerges 
from localized interactions of agents who employ different strategies to achieve their (communicative) goals and 
adapt their strategies for future interactions based on the outcomes of past experience.

2 The following is based on the claims presented e.g. in Tummers and colleagues (2005), Bybee (2010), Taylor 
(2012), Diessel (2015), and Goldberg (2019).



usage event implies that language knowledge of members of a given language community need not, 
in fact, should not be identical (e.g. Dąbrowska 2012; Verhagen 2020; or Barking, Backus & Mos 
2022). The basic unit of language representation in usage-based construction grammar is a construc-
tion. Constructions in the technical sense are defined as direct pairings of form and function (mean-
ing) with varying degrees of schematicity and inner complexity. The function pole may include se-
mantic, contextual,  and pragmatic meanings as well as world knowledge  (Goldberg 1995; Croft 
2001; Fried & Östman 2004). Constructions are represented in language knowledge in a network 
(of networks) in a multidimensional conceptual space. The networks are organized based on over-
laps of function and/or form (Fillmore 1988; Goldberg 2019; Diessel 2020). Language processing 
operates on this network of constructions. Frequency of use plays a crucial role in these processes 
and has become one of the central and most studied notions in usage-based linguistics (Bybee 2007; 
Divjak 2019). High frequency and, consequently, repeated processing leads to stronger memory 
traces, routinization, and easier access. Crucially, frequency effects are driven not only by absolute 
frequency of single words, but also by cooccurrence frequencies of two or more words and relative 
frequencies of inflectional variants and constructions.

Aphasia: definition, syndromes, and symptoms
A standard definition of acquired aphasia which is the topic of the present work states that it is an 
acquired neurogenic language specific disorder  (Hallowell & Chapey 2008). This means that the 
language capacity is affected selectively as a cognitive domain and general intellect and other cog-
nitive capacities are spared/intact. It is caused by lesions, most typically induced by stroke, to the 
brain regions that are involved in language processing, i.e., in particular, the so called perisylvian 
regions of the left hemisphere (cf. #figure), meaning that the consequent language impairment is not 
caused by sensorimotor problems. Aphasia may impact all levels of language structure, language 
production and comprehension, and both spoken or signed and written language. Typical symptoms 
include anomias (word finding problems), paraphasias (“misretrieval” of phonemically or semanti-
cally similar), and agrammatism or paragrammatism (omission or substitution of function words 
and  inflectional  morphemes).  Aphasia  can  be  classified  into  different  clinical  profiles/subtypes 
based on the localization of the lesion and the dominant symptoms. The standard classification in-
cludes eight types that are based on the level of fluency, comprehension, repetition, and naming.

Aphasia and linguistic theory
There are good arguments for a close cooperation between linguistics and aphasiology from both 
fields. From both a clinician’s and an aphasia researcher’s perspective, there is a need for at least a 
rudimentary descriptive apparatus that is needed to describe a person with aphasia’s linguistic be-
havior. Such description can be theory-neutral, or theoretically shallow and only make use of basic 
notions that would be based on a particular descriptive tradition/convention of the language. For in-
stance, for Czech this would be a basic inventory of word classes and inflectional categories as 
found in secondary education grammar books. Alternatively, one can adopt a specific theory/model 
of language representation and processing. Such an approach has, potentially, two merits. Firstly, a 
model of language may serve as a basis for generating predictions and explanations of linguistic be-
havior in aphasia. Furthermore, an application of a specific model of language in therapy has the 
potential to provide more sensitive and reliable assessment and therapy tools.

From the perspective of theoretical linguistics, the use of aphasic data also has clear benefits, pri-



marily in model building and “criticism”. If we assume that one of the aims of linguistic research is 
to  develop  a  model  of  language  representation  and  processing,  such  models  should  not  only 
explain/account for data of neurotypical, adult native speakers, but also for other groups, such as 
children in the process of L1 acquisition, non-native speakers, or speakers with language impair-
ments. A general model of language representation and processing should be able to explain why 
certain phenomena are more prone to error in aphasia to predict potential impairment of a language 
component based on an observation of a different impaired component that is according to a model 
subserved by the same mechanism. Aphasia has played such a role in some areas of psycholinguis-
tic research where patterns of errors are used to argue for specific components of models of lan-
guage processing (e.g. Dell et al.’s model of lexical retrieval 1997) and, most prominently, in neu-
rolinguistic research where mappings between lesion sites and symptoms serve as evidence to sup-
port models of the neurobiology of language. However, it is still relatively rare for general psy-
cholinguistics and even more so for theoretical linguistics to use/reflect on pathological data.

Aphasia in Czech
Czech may be said to be an under-studied language in the context of aphasia.  Lehečková  (2016; 
2009; 1985) was the first to study and describe aphasia in Czech from the perspective of linguistics.  
Using interviews with speakers with aphasia and employing Jakobson (1980)’s regression hypothe-
sis, she focused on typical agrammatic and paragrammatic errors and described which linguistic ca-
tegories are prone to errors and what the most frequent directions of substitution errors are. For 
example, the nominative is typically used in place of the other cases and the feminine gender is 
substituted by the masculine. An important contribution to the study of Czech in aphasia was done 
by Flanderková and collaborators (e.g. Flanderková et al. 2014; Hudousková et al. 2014) who con-
ducted several experiments focused on verb processing. A much needed gap that the present work 
strives to fill (or rather initiate the filling of) is the complete lack of detailed descriptions of con-
nected speech on the one hand, and a tighter integration of a general linguistic theory in the study of 
aphasic Czech as well as the reflection of recent advances in linguistic theory.

Usage-based approaches to aphasia
Apart from the studies grounded in the Competition Model (Bates & MacWhinney 1989; Presson & 
MacWhinney 2011), linguistic research of aphasia has been until relatively recently dominated by 
rule-and-lexicon structuralist  approaches  that  have  stressed  the  role  of  structural  complexity  in 
aphasic processing.  However,  in recent years, studies/analyses of language in aphasia started to 
emerge that adopt the usage-based approach. These studies have focused on the role of performance 
factors,  mainly frequency and increasingly also the probability  of occurrence of inflected  word 
forms and/or cooccurrence of words in constructions and multiword units, or processing strategies 
grounded in world knowledge. Two types of studies can be found in usage-based approaches to 
aphasia that bear direct relevance for the present work. First, the research has focused on the role of 
frequency and association/collocational strength measures in the characteristic and assessment of 
connected speech production in aphasia  (Zimmerer  et  al.  2018; Bruns et  al.  2019). Second, re-
searchers have addressed the role of “usage” factors in error patterns observed in language produc-
tion and comprehension in aphasia, using both observational and experimental data  (Gahl 2002; 
Hatchard & Lieven 2019). These studies suggest that the application of the usage-based perspective 
has the potential  to open new avenues of aphasia research and provide accounts of language in 



aphasia with more explanatory power. This follows from the fact that the usage-based model is per-
formance oriented and draws attention to such phenomena as frequency of use, similarity, seman-
tics, textual and situational context, or recency and gives space to inter- as well as intra-categorial 
differences.

Rationale for a usage-based analysis of aphasic language: a 
practical introduction
A token from the corpus described in the present work may serve as an example of how the usage-
based framework may be applied to aphasic data. Participant aa3 from the corpus has chronic con-
duction aphasia. Among several other paragrammatic errors, he produced the following during his 
sesssion: vytáh 0.2 toho ryby 0.2 toho ry- rybu 0.5 a: sežral jí ‘(he) pulled 02. the fish-pl 0.2 the fi- 
fish-sg out 0.5 and devoured it’. The token of interest here is the erroneously pluralized form ryby 
in the context where only a single fish is present.3 This substitution would be difficult to explain in 
structuralist  terms as substitutions would be expected from a marked category value to the un-
marked, i.e. from plural to singular, but not the other way around. However, the usage-based frame-
work offer a natural explanation. Since frequency of use is taken to be one of the most prominent 
factors in language representation and processing in usage-based linguistics, the first step would be 
to explore the distributional properties of the lemma ryba in a corpus. A query of the corpus of spo-
ken Czech shows that ryba is a so called plural-dominant word, i.e. it is one of the words that are 
used more frequently in plural. This is not surprising, given the state of affairs in the real world 
where fish typically occur in grater quantites/groups and are consequently talked about this way. In 
fact, the word form ryby in its plural use accounts for more than 45 % of all occurrences of the  
lemma in the spoken corpus (Figure 1). Under the usage-based model, this means that this form is 
expected to have a strong memory trace and to be easier to access. This has important consequences 
for aphasia, since problems of language processing, such as word retrieval, are taken to reflect com-
putational overload under limited resources that are available to speakers due to lesions to the lan-
guage processing network in the brain. This means that a speaker trying to produce a substantially 
less frequent word form may fail and retireve a more available word form in its stead. This simple 
example demonstrates how employing the usage-based framework may help us explain some of the 
patterns of linguistic behavior we encounter in persons with aphasia. The same logic was applied in 
the present work on three different phenomena to show how word frequency, relative frequency, 
and cooccurrence frequency can be used to describe aphasic Czech and open new avenues of re-
search with implications for the assessment and therapy of aphasia.

3 While the form itself might also be interpreted as singular genitive, the wider context justifies the analysis of this as 
a pluralization error.



Building a corpus of Czech aphasic speech
One of the aims and outcomes of the present work was the assembly of a corpus of connected 
speech of Czech speakers with aphasia that would be available to students, researchers, and SLTs 
and would thus help to facilitate and entice further interest and research of aphasia in Czech.

Samples of descriptive, narrative, procedural, and conversational discourse included in the corpus. 
Conversational  discourse was based on participants’  personal  or  professional  life,  hobbies,  and 
speech language therapy. Descriptive and narrative discourse was elicited using a short clip and 
several pictures. Procedural discourse was obtained using a map task or elicitng description of meal 
or beverage preparation. A total of seven hours and 56 minutes was recorded with individual ses-
sions ranging in length between 27 and 60 minutes.

Eleven native speakers of Czech with chronic aphasia participated in the interviews. General char-
acteristics of the participants are given in #table. To provide comparison with neurotypical speak-
ers,  three individuals  with no recorded history of  linguistic  or other  cognitive  impairment  who 
matched the demographics of the participants with aphasia were additionally recorded, using a sub-
set of three tasks that were used in the present analyses.

participant gender age m/y of onset etiology aphasia type

aa1 M 69 n/a/07 TBI Anomic

aa2 M 74 4/14 CVA Mixed aphasia

aa3 M 69 12/03 TBI Conduction

aa4 M 63 03/09 CVA TMA

Figure 1: Distribution of word forms of the lemma ryba



ba1 F 41 11/13 CVA Broca’s

ba2 F 63 3/04 CVA Anomic

ba3 M 77 5/15 CVA Anomic

ba4 M 57 12/02 TBI Broca’s

pa1 F 66 2/15 CVA Anomic

pa2 M 52 8/01 CVA TMA

pa3 M 84 3/15 CVA Conduction

ac1 M -- -- --

ac2 F -- -- --

ac3 M -- -- --

The transcription was performed in ELAN (Wittenburg et al. 2006). Each recording was segmented 
into turns and these into c-units  (Loban 1966). For the purposes of the transcription, a c-unit was 
defined as a main-clause-like predication with all dependent predications or, in cases of a missing 
verb, as a semantically cohesive whole.

Transcription rules were based on the system used for the transcription of recordings for corpora of 
spoken Czech with adjustments that enabled more detailed transcription of disfluencies. All silent 
pauses exceeding 200 ms were marked based on relevant interactional research. 

The transcripts were tokenized, lemmatized and morphological tagged with the MorphoDiTa tagger 
(Straková, Straka & Hajič 2014). Errors caused by differences between transcription systems were 
corrected (semi)automatically, other errors required manual correction. The whole corpus has the 
parameters summarized in #table.

participant group c-units positions word tokens

administrator 4355 20437 16954

speakers with aphasia 4449 31422 23164

neurotypical speakers 279 2390 1897

A subset of the corpus that was mainly used for the analyses presented in following chapters was 
corrected manually. The parts of the corpus that were used in the analyses include the retelling of 
the Lion cage scene (henceforth referred to as “chaplin”), the description of the hog-killing picture 
(“lada”), and the story creation based on the three picture strip with cat and cake (“comic”). The 
subcorpus contains 1396 c-units produced by participants and 11366 tokens of which 7648 are fully 
formed words (including paraphasias). The transcript, lemma, and morphological tag layers were 
complemented by error annotation used to mark and roughly classify aphasic errors. A simple cod-
ing scheme was used in which whole c-units (instead of individual tokens) were marked for errors.

The data was coded for a range of variables that allowed a detailed description of participants’ per-



formance  using  measures  that  are  typically  used  in  quantitative  discourse  analyses  of  aphasic 
speech. These measures are summarized in the following section.

Analyses of aphasic discourse
Two types of descriptions and analyses were provided for the subcorpus. In the first part,  I de-
scribed the data in terms of a suite of measures of discourse production that are standardly used in 
discourse analyses of persons with aphasia and performed a comparison between a group of persons 
with fluent and non-fluent aphasia and the three neurotypical speakers. In the second part, I focused 
on the production of lexical verbs and inflected nouns in the sample to show how cumulative lemma 
frequencies and relative frequencies of inflected word forms can be used in aphasia research. The 
third analysis in this part focused on prepositional phrases (PP) in the sample with regards to the re-
lationship between frequency of words and multiword units on the one hand and the occurrence of 
disfluencies on the other.

Discourse production measures
Despite the fact that (interactional) discourse is the most natural form of language from the perspec-
tive of ecological validity, linguistic research of aphasia was for a long time focused on subword 
and single word processing and sentence level processing, while a rise of interest in discourse pro-
duction and comprehension emerged later. This is somewhat similar to linguistics as a field in gen-
eral. In their review of discourse analyses, Bryant and colleagues (2016) found that the number of 
discourse analyses had doubled in the period after 1995 compared to 1975-1995 and there was a 
further increase, particularly in treatment studies, in the late 2000s. This area of aphasia research is 
characterized by a great variability of approaches and methods. Bryant and colleagues (2016) report 
over 500 measures of discourse productivity in their survey of 165 papers.

While most of the analyses of discourse in aphasia have been quantitative (using text based mea-
sures or expert ratings), some authors have also used Conversation analytical methods, focusing 
particularly on the organization of turn taking, adjacency pair structure and the management of re-
pairs (Boles 1998; Wilkinson et al. 1998; Damico, Oelschlaeger & Simmons-Mackie 1999; Perkins, 
Crisp & Walshaw 1999). Quantitative analyses have focused on micro- and macrostructural charac-
teristics of discourse (see Armstrong 2000; Prins & Bastiaanse 2004; or Linnik, Bastiaanse & Höhle 
2016 for reviews). Microstructure analyses use a suite of measures that are based on clause- and 
word-based phenomena such as mean length of utterance (MLU), well-formedness of clauses, lexi-
cal diversity, or semantic and argument structural characteristics of verbs, i.e. features that revolve 
mostly around the concepts of fluency and grammaticality. Macrostructure has to do with the orga-
nization of discourse and derived measures are typically based on informativeness of the text, cohe-
sion and coherence, or thematic components of discourse. Analyses have increasingly focused on 
combining these two levels of structure in multilevel analyses. In a representative example, Marini 
et  al.  (2011) analyzed  samples  of  300-400  words  combined  microstructural  measures  with 
macrostructural indices to describe the production of two individuals with aphasia and showed that 
these combined measures can reveal problems that are not detected by standard assessment tools.

Following up on the literature, I present a characteristic of Czech discourse in aphasia in this sec-
tion. The measures and dimensions of description I used are focused on microstructure and can be 
grouped into fluency (e.g. mean length of c-unit), productivity (e.g. lexical diversity), and well-



formedness (e.g. proportion of sentence fragments) measures.

Participants were grouped into three groups according to fluency (fluent, nonfluent, neurotypical), 
based on SLT assessments. These groups were compared using the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis 
test followed by post hoc pairwise multiple comparison using the Dunn’s test with Holm correction 
for multiple comparisons. The comparison included a total of 18 variables. Statistically significant 
group differences  between neurotypical  participants  and speakers  with  non-fluent  aphasia  were 
found for the following measures: MLU, mean number of fluent trigrams, mean difluencies per 
word, zTTR, proportion of multiclause c-units, mean number of modifiers, mean number of verbs 
per c-unit, proportion of story-relevant words, proportion of fragments, proportion of interventions, 
and proportion of c-units with errors. A significant difference between the fluent and non-fluent 
participants with aphasia was found for MLU, mean number of modifiers, mean number of verbs 
per c-unit, mean ratio of nouns to nouns and verbs, proportion of content and function words.

After  exploring individual  variation,  these measures were submitted  to  a hierarchical  clustering 
analysis to visualize the inner structure of the groups.4 A solution with two clusters was selected as 
best representing the structure of the data using average silhouette width as criterion. The resulting 
cluster dendrogram iand distances between individual participants in two dimensional  space are 
plotted in Figure 2. All non-fluent participants were grouped in one cluster and the fluent speakers 
with aphasia were clustered together with neurotypical speakers. This suggests that the selected 
methods can reliably identify speakers with non-fluent aphasia. The inspection of the two dimen-
sional projection suggests that the x axis represents severity, while the y axis is most likely con-
nected to productivity, particularly lexical diversity. The analysis also shows that there are several 
different language profiles with the fluency groups. These profiles correspond to patterns described 
in the literature for other, typologically different languages which is in accordance with Prins and 
Bastiaanse  (2004) who conclude that the existing body of research has found no major language 
specific differences at this level of language production. The measures used in the present work suc-
cessfully differentiated between non-fluent aphasia and neurotypical speech. The failure to detect 
reliable differences between speakers with fluent aphasia and neurotypical participants was, by and 
large, caused by a specific profile of participants aa3 and pa3 that are in some respects more similar 
to the non-fluent speakers aa2 and aa4. The measures could be used in clinical practice with relative 
ease as they do not require advanced knowledge of linguistic theory and their coding is relatively 
straightforward and does not necessarily require a detailed token level analysis.

4 Mean number of modifiers was excluded from the cluster analysis.



Verbs and nouns in the corpus
The first two analyses focused on the production of verbs and inflected nouns in the corpus. While 
verb processing has been a topic of major interest in linguistic aphasiology, nominal inflectional 
morphology has not received much attention, no less due to the fact that the bulk of research has 
been conducted on English, a morphologically impoverished language.

Verbs in the corpus

The study of verb production and processing has been one of the focal points in the linguistic study 
of aphasia. This can be explained by the fact that verbs and argument structure are at the core of the 
generative approaches which have by far been the most represented framework in linguistic aphasi-
ology. Furthermore, it has long been established that speakers with non-fluent aphasia, particularly 
with Broca’s aphasia produce discourses with fewer verbs, have difficulties in confrontational verb 
naming, and encounter problems in verb comprehension. Numerous frameworks and theories have 

Figure 2: Cluster dendrogram of participant groups based on the production measures.



been proposed to explain these difficulties, such as the Argument Structure Complexity Hypothesis 
(Thompson 2003), the Trace Deletion Hypothesis (Bastiaanse & van Zonneveld 2005), or the adap-
tation strategy proposals  (Hartsuiker & Kolk 1998). The aim of this section was to describe verb 
production in the subcorpus and to explore any potential differences between participants with dif-
ferent aphasia types and individual language profiles. I focus on variables that are derived from ar-
gument structure, such as transitivity, number of arguments, or grammatical voice which have been 
suggested in the literature to influence verb processing in non-fluent agrammatic aphasia. I was 
therefore interested to see if it was the case that some of the participants in the sample produced 
markedly fewer verbs falling within these categories, particularly the non-fluent participants aa2, 
aa4, and ba4 who presented with some traces of agrammatism during the interviews. Frequency of 
use is the other variable of interest in the present analysis. I explore not only the number and type of 
verbs produced by participants but also disfluencies that occurred in the context of verb retrieval in 
the data. The occurrence of disfluencies such as hesitation sounds or silent pauses was used as a 
marker of increased processing load during word finding (Goldman-Eisler 1964).

A total of 1291 tokens of lexical verbs (314 lemmas) were extracted from the subcorpus and further 
annotated to compare verb production of individual participants.  The neurotypical speakers ac1, 
ac2, and ac3 were included in the analysis for reference. The verbs were annotated for the following 
variables: Hallidayan process types (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014: chap. 5), verb lemma (reflexive 
and non-reflexive uses counted as unique types, presence of modal and phase verbs, voice, number 
of obligatory arguments based on Vallex 4.0 (Lopatková et al. 2020), transitivity, semantic roles, 
presence and type of direct object  in transitive verbs, expressed semantic  roles, and cumulative 
lemma frequency (spoken and written corpora). Furthermore the presence of any disfluency preced-
ing the verb (silent pauses, hesitations, word fragments and “intrusive” markers (jako ‘like’ or teda 
‘or, more precisely’))  as well  as length and type of disfluency were included in the annotation 
scheme.

The analysis of the various facets of argument structure did not reveal any strong influences of ar-
gument structure complexity. However, when transitive verbs were grouped together with passive 
and anticausative and unaccusative verb uses as per Bastiaanse and van Zonneveld (2005)’s analy-
sis, the neurotypical group did produce relatively more verbs of this type, but no strong conclusions 
can be drawn from this finding. On the other hand, three results deserve a comment. While partici-
pants with non-fluent aphasia did not produce fewer transitive verbs, I found a weak correlation be-
tween transitivity and verb frequency such that the transitive verbs produced by these participants 
tend to be simultaneously high frequency verbs. This can be taken as support for employing the us-
age-based approach in aphasia research. Related to that, there was also a tendency for this group of 
speakers to produce more transitive verbs with omitted direct objects (cf. Figure 3). This is in accor-
dance with the adaptation hypothesis that claims that participants with (non-fluent) aphasia omit 
non-essential (grammatical) information to decrease processing load (Hartsuiker & Kolk 1998). Fi-
nally, I found that participants with lower levels of fluency and lexical diversity tend to rely more 
on the use of the existential-presentative construction suggesting that this frequent, partially lexi-
cally filled construction is more accessible which is in accordance with the assumptions of the us-
aga-based model and in line with Hatchard  (2021)’s findings concerning the reliance of persons 
with aphasia on lower level, less schematic constructions.



The analysis of disfluencies suggested that position in utterance, lemma frequency, and verb type 
rather than syntactic complexity explain the distribution of disfluencies in the sample (Figure  4). 
Specifically, I found that more fluent speakers produce less disfluencies in high frequency verbs. 
Non-fluent participants produce verbs more fluently when they occur closer toward the onset of the 
c-unit or when the verb falls in the referential process category. Note that referential predicates are 
mostly represented by be and have in the sample which are simlutaneously highly frequent. Exam-
ple 1) shows a high frequency verb spát ‘sleep’ (fq (oral) = 382 pmw) produced fluently by a fluent 
participant (aa1) and a disfluent mental verb zaujmout ‘draw attention’ produced by participant with 
lower fluency level (ba2).

1) Factors in the fluency of verb production

a) a teď tam spal lev ‘and now there was a lion sleeping there’ (aa1: 27)

b) chtěl 0.5 zaujmout tu 0.2 paní ‘(he) wanted 0.5 to draw attention of the 0.2 lady’ (ba2: 
97)

Figure 4: A classification tree of disfluent production of verbs.

Figure 3: Proportion of direct object omission in transitive verbs; numbers in columns indicate token counts.



Nouns in the corpus

Czech nominal morphology may be of particular interest to a usage-based study of aphasia, since 
some of the nouns have a high frequency of use of inflected word forms that are different from the 
citation form which may cause a tension between morphological complexity and frequency. The 
aim of this analysis was to explore the production of inflected forms by individual participants and 
their distributional characteristics. A very general prediction was formulated based on the usage-
based assumptions. Participants with reduced levels of fluency were expected to produce a lower 
number of inflected forms and to produce a lower number of inflected word forms with low relative 
frequency. This analysis follows up on the findings of Lehečková (1986; 2001; 2009) who describes 
that Czech speakers with agrammatic and paragrammatic symptoms tend to use the nominative, i.e. 
the citation form, instead of other, context appropriate case form.

A total of  1126 fully formed generic noun tokens from the subcorpus was annotated was lemma, 
word form, and paradigmantic cell frequency and analyzed. Both the speakers with aphasia and the 
neurotypical participants were included in this analysis. Figure 5 shows that a subgroup of partici-
pants with aphasia (lower fluency and/or greater severity) indeed produced a markedly lower num-
ber of inflected word forms.

An analysis of number and case showed that this group produced a substantially higher proportion 
of the nominative case which is related to their having produced a higher number of isolated nouns 
and nouns in the existential-presentative construction. This suggest a qualitatively different produc-
tion strategy that may be less demanding in terms of processing resources.

An analysis of the 425 inflected word forms revealed that participants with lower inflection rates in 
general produced tokens with high relative frequency that may be (parts of) fixed, formulaic expres-
sions, such as the forms pořádku ‘order-sg.loc, podstatě ‘nature, essence-sg.loc,’, or chvíli ‘while-
sg.acc’, the former two appearing almost exclusively in the PPs v pořádku ‘in order, all right’ and v 
podstatě ‘basically, in fact’, while the letter has a function of a temporal adverbial (na) chvíli ‘(for) 
a while’. These participants also produced a low number of inflected nouns with very low relative 
frequency. Furhtermore, when these participants produced rare forms it was in the context of partic-
ular constructions, such as the argument structure construction of escaping with the preposition před 

Figure 5: Proportion of inflected nouns; numbers in columns indicate token counts.



‘from, lit. in front of’ and the tokens are found in close vicinity of each other, suggesting also the 
role of priming. Moreover, these low frequency inflected types also have arguably salient endings 
such as  the dative/locative suffix -ovi, used for masculine animate referents. The ease of retrieval of 
the dative masculine animate forms may be further facilitated by the existence of the transfer argu-
ment structure construction in which recipients, prototypically sentient animate beings are marked 
by the dative.

Disfluencies as potential markers of chunkhood
The last analysis focused on disfluencies produced by participants with aphasia. First, I explored the 
placement of disfluencies within c-units. The main part of the analysis compared the occurrence and 
positions  of disfluencies  in prepositional  phrases with the frequency characteristics  of the noun 
complements  and  their  cooccurrence  with  particular  prepositions.  Following  up  on  Schneider 
(2016)’s study of the distribution of disfluencies in PPs in spoken American English, I expected that 
the PPs that occur more frequently will be produced more fluently. This expectation was based on 
the predictions of the usage-based model where frequently cooccurring items are treated as ready-
made chunks stored in memory. Since disfluencies have been shown to index higher processing 
load (e.g. Fraundorf & Watson 2014), it follows that PPs that have a stronger association between a 
given preposition and a complement noun should be easier to retrieve and induce fewer disfluen-
cies.

Overall distribution of disfluencies in the corpus

The  placement  of  disfluencies  within  c-units  was  annotated  with  respect  to  clause  and  phrase 
boundaries. Participants produced comparable proportions of disfluencies at clause boundary posi-
tions that can be taken to mark the planning of the whole c-unit. However, two different patterns oc-
curred with respect to phrase boundary. A subgroup of participants whose production was charac-
terized with fewer adnominal and adverbal  modifiers had a higher proportion of disfluencies at 
phrase boundaries relative to phrase-internal disfluencies, while participants that produced a higher 
number of such modifiers also produced a higher number of phrase-internal disfluencies. This pat-
tern can be explained in terms of syntactic complexity such that c-units with more modifiers have 
more complex syntactic structure that is computationally more demanding and creates more room 
for disfluencies placed within phrases. Example 2.a) shows the production of participant ba1 who 
produced mostly bare phrases across c-units. We see silent pauses before each constituent. On the 
other hand, 2.b) represents the production of aa3 who produced longer c-units with greater inner 
complexity as evidenced here by the two adverbial modifiers tam ‘there’ and pořád ‘still’ and the 
demonstrative toho. The PP u toho lva ‘with the lion’ is produced with a pre-phrasal as well as a 
phrase-internal disfluency.

2) Pre-phrasal and phrase-internal disfluencies

a) ne 1 <tut> 1 kůň 0.5 honil 0.2 klauna ‘no 1 <tut> 1 the horse 0.5 was chasing 0.2 the 
clown’ (ba1: 17)

b) no ale von z- tam zustal 0.2 u toho l- 0.2 lva <hes> 0.2 pořád 0.2 ‘well but he s- stayed 
there 0.2 with the l- 0.2 lion <hes> still 0.2’ (aa3: 194) 



A comparison of contexts where the production was abandoned following a failed retrieval with 
contexts with reformulations showed an expected difference between fluent and non-fluent partici-
pant. Speakers with fluent aphasia are more likely to attempt a repair following word finding diffi-
culties, whereas non-fluent participants have relatively lower retracing rate in these situations.

A closer look: Prepositional phrases

Prepositional phrases were selected for a closer analysis of disfluencies based on the existence of a 
similar study for neurotypical speech Schneider (2016) but also for practical reasons, since they are 
easily delimited and extracted from the corpus. Furthermore, PPs in Czech typically govern cases 
with word forms different from the citation form that may also have varying relative frequencies, as 
discussed in the previous section. Data from the whole corpus was used for this analysis, producing 
a total of 704 PPs with generic nominal complements (510 unique combinations of prepositions and 
complement word forms). These PPs were annotated for fluency. A distinction was also made be-
tween pre-phrasal and phrase-internal disfluencies, as shown in 3).

3) Disfluency placement within PPs

a) fluent production: pro pivo ‘for beer’ (pa1: 125)

b) pre-phrasal disfluency: <hes> z: historie ‘<hes> from: history’ (aa3: 6)

c) phrase-internal disfluency: s <hes> 1 nádobou ‘with <hes> 1 a container’ (aa1: 152)

It was expected that the stronger the association between a preposition and a complement is the less 
likely a disfluency is to occur within the phrase. PPs were also annotated for presence of prenomi-
nal modifiers and for argumenthood, i.e. whether a given PP was an argument or an adjunct in a 
particular c-unit. Frequency data was obtained from three corpora of Czech, a corpus of written lan-
guage, a spoken corpus, and a corpus of movie subtitles for the preposition, the complement noun, 
and their cooccurrence (forward and backward transitional probability). The frequency measures 
were combined into two different indices. First, the measures were submitted to hierarchical cluster-
ing on principal components. This method resulted in four clusters of PP types. Two of these clus-
ters grouped PPs with high frequency complements and/or with strong associations such as v kleci 
‘in a cage’ which has a high backward transitional probability (0.29) and před rokem ‘a year ago’ 
which has a high frequency complement (1361 pmw in the spoken corpus). These PPs were ex-
pected to be easier to retrieve and produced more fluently. A second index was derived directly 
from the frequency measures. Using the data from the subtitle corpus, a PP was marked as high fre-
quency when the values of at least three of the five measures were higher than the third quartile. 
Similarly, PPs were coded as low frequency when three or more of the measures were lower than 
the first quartile.

The analysis did not find any relationship between disfluencies and argumenthood. A comparison of 
modified and unmodified PPs showed that modified PPs were produced with more disfluencies and 
that there was a higher proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies when a modifier was present (#fig-
ure). This was true for the whole sample as well as for individual participants.

When frequency was accounted for, there was a visible trend in the direction of more fluent produc-
tion of PPs from the high frequency clusters both for the whole sample as well as for individual par-
ticipants.5 A higher proportion of these tokens was produced fluently and, when a disfluency did oc-

5 The picture is admittedly much less clear on individual level as some participants produced very few PPs overall.



cur, the proportion of pre-phrasal placement was higher for the high frequency PPs. This was true 
not only for the unmodified PPs but also for tokens that were used with a modifier (Figure  6). 
Moreover, when individual tokens in the “non-high frequency” clusters were compared using the 
high and low frequency “scores”, additional variation in the data is explained, because tokens with 
high frequency scores are produced more fluently and with a lower proportion of phrase-internal 
disfluencies and, conversely, low frequency scores are associated with a higher proportion of disflu-
ently produced PPs (Figure 7).

Figure 6: DIstribution of disfluencies in unmodified (upper panel) and modified (lower panel) PPs with respect 
to cluster membership (adv is the high frequency cluster, no.adv the non-high frequency cluster).

Figure 7: Distribution of disfluencies in unmodified PPs with respect to frequency scores.



Figure 8 proposes a simple model with four different types of PPs inspired by the frequency effects 
observed in the data. First, there are collocations with extremely high association measures, repre-
sented by v pohodě ‘alright, lit. in ease’ in the figure. These expressions can be assumed to be re-
trieved as chunks more akin to single word units leaving little space for intrusive disfluencies. Sec-
ondly, there are cases represented by  v kleci ‘in a/the cage’. The lemma klec  appears in approxi-
mately 30 % of all its uses in this PP. The high level of association between the preposition and the 
noun may also predict a direct retrieval of this bigram. However, the higher compositionality of this 
PP in comparison to v pohodě makes a disfluency slightly more likely to occur phrase-internally, as 
suggested by the dashed line in the figure. The phrase k lvovi ‘to a/the lion’ represents the situation 
where there is no strong association between the preposition and the complement. This is visualized 
by showing that the PP is composed of a slot for the preposition which is combined with an in-
flected noun. In more detail, we can conceptualize this such that there is a PP construction with a 
lexically specific preposition induced, e.g. by an argument structure construction of coming/arriv-
ing, and an open slot for a noun in the inflected form governed by the preposition. This PP construc-
tion is superimposed with the Inflected noun construction in language production and it is precisely 
this step that can be assumed to produce more phrase-internal disfluencies. The last schema with the 
example s vařicí vodou ‘with hot water’ shows how an additional step that concerns the combina-
tion of the complement noun with a prenominal modifier opens up more space for retrieval prob-
lems indexed by disfluencies.

Conclusions
The present work had two main sets of aims. In the first part, I described the process of assembling 
a corpus of Czech aphasic speech. The corpus consists of samples of descriptive, narrative, pro-
cedural, and conversational discourse of eleven speakers with different aphasia types with the total 

Figure 8: A model of PP production with respect to frequency



size of almost 17000 words produced by speakers with aphasia. Using the data from the corpus, I 
performed an analysis of aphasic discourse production.  The majority of the microstructural mea-
sures selected for this analysis successfully differentiated between neurotypical speakers and partic-
ipants with non-fluent aphasia. Furthermore, the combination of these measures used to visualize 
the structure of the sample with hierarchical clustering was able to identify subgroups of partici-
pants with similar language profiles. To follow up on these two outcomes, the corpus will be made 
available for researchers and clinicians.6 A simple protocol containing the stimulus materials used 
to collect the data for the corpus as well as a transcription manual and an ELAN template file to en-
able other specialist to contribute their own data. The measures presented in this work may be con-
verted into a tool for discourse analysis that could be used to help SLTs in assessment. However,  
the validation of the measures is needed on a larger sample.

The application of the usage-based framework on the corpus data and the results of the analyses 
presented in the second part have implications both for linguistics and for the study of aphasia. I 
hope to have shown the importance of various frequency measures in the analysis of language pro-
cessing in aphasia. Cumulative lemma frequency was used for the analyses of verb production in 
the corpus. High frequency was found to increase the probability of fluent production. It was also 
apparent  that  persons with more severe lexical  retrieval  problems rely more on high frequency 
verbs. There was also a weak correlation between transitivity and frequency in the group of speak-
ers with nonfluent aphasia, showing the importance to account for frequency and similar variables 
in the analysis of structural phenomena.

The results of the analyses of nominal inflection and disfluency placement in prepositional phrases 
is of particular interest both for linguistic theory and clinical practice. Both of these analyses sug-
gest that the relative frequencies of particular inflected word forms are related to ease of access and, 
consequently, success of retrieval in aphasic language production. This is in line with previous re-
search that has shown that the effects of probabilistic processing are present in both neurotypical  
speakers and persons with aphasia and the differences between the groups are qualitative rather than 
quantitative in nature. The fact that cooccurrence frequency and association strength between par-
ticular prepositions and nominal complements can be associated to fluent or disfluent production of 
prepositional phrases provides additional evidence for the usage-based model. Turning to clinical 
practice, the present work provides arguments for a tighter cooperation between linguists and clini-
cians and, in particular, for the introduction of corpus linguistic data in clinical practice. If we take 
the patterns observed in the analysis of nouns, these have the potential to be directly applied in SLT. 
When working with a patient in therapy on nominal morphology in Czech, a SLT can focus on spe-
cific high frequency word forms in typical usage contexts rather than using more standard protocols 
that focus on citation forms or whole paradigms.

In conclusion, I hope to have contributed to the growing body of literature that shows that the us-
age-based framework has potential benefits for the study of language in aphasia.The present study 
has several limitations and follow up studies with more participants and more controlled elicitation 
are necessary. However, my objective was to demonstrate the potential of the usage-based frame-
work to discover interesting trends and patterns in the data that generate research questions and, if 
corroborated, have important clinical implications. It is precisely these new avenues of research that 
are subjectively the most important contribution of the present work.

6 A publication under the LINDAT/CLARIAH-cz infrastructure is planned in the future.
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